TEMPORARY SCADA TECHNICIAN
Department: SCADA Systems
Classification: Temporary FT, Non-Exempt
Starting Wage: $10.50
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JOB SUMMARY:
This is a temporary position during irrigation season. Performs various functions related to monitoring,
scheduling, and instream water measurements of farm irrigation pumps and surface water turnout irrigations;
assist RTU Technicians with various RTU functions, if necessary; perform data corrections and entry as required.
Responsible to RTU Field Tech Supervisor.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
1. Perform instream water measurement on irrigation pump discharges to calibrate RTU meters.
2. Perform instream water measurement on surface water irrigations.
3. Assist RTU Technicians with Acoustic Doppler StreamPro metering.
4. Assist RTU Technicians with general RTU functions.
5. Replace RTU batteries as assigned.
6. Perform site data corrections as assigned.
7. Perform data entry as assigned.
8. Perform RTU well data analysis.
9. Assist in water quality sampling.
10. Responsible for knowing and abiding by all department and District policies and procedures.
11. Attendance during scheduled shift.
12. Must be able to meet physical demands.
13. Contributes to team effort by accomplishing related tasks as assigned.
14. Performs other duties as assigned.
QUALIFICATIONS:
High school diploma or equivalent.
Education/Experience substitution: A combination of education, training and experience may be applied.
Licenses/Certifications: Must have a valid driver’s license.
Other: Must pass post-offer, pre-employment drug screen, medical exam and motor vehicle report in
compliance with District insurance guidelines.
KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ABILITIES:
Must have knowledge or experience of wiring techniques associated with equipment installation; must be able
to clearly distinguish wire coating colors; must have experience working in a self-directed manner dealing with
site visits to locations outside of the office environment; must demonstrate strong math and analytical skills;
business English: spelling, grammar, punctuation, general office equipment and computer literacy with
applicable software; must have the ability to communicate with others effectively; exercise independent
judgment; demonstrate attention to detail; understand and follow broad and complex instructions; use initiative
and independent judgment while recognizing when to refer matters to the attention of Management; maintain
effective and cooperative relationships with others.
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
While performing the duties of this job, the employee must be able to move about the work environment; will
be required to drive and inspect field sites throughout the District; must have the ability to frequently move or
re-position up to 80 pounds of materials or objects; occasionally is required to climb ladders; must be able to
communicate effectively both orally and in writing; must be able to operate certain office equipment; specific
vision abilities required by this position include non-color blindness due to wiring tasks; Essential duties are
performed outdoors in all temperature conditions; work environment surface is uneven, and exposed to the
elements, including temperature and local wildlife; Occasional office work will also be required.
This organization reserves the right to change job duties and a responsibility as need arises. This job description does not constitute a
written or implied contract of employment.

FREQUENCY:

NEVER
RARELY
OCCASIONALLY
FREQUENTLY
CONTINUOUSLY

= 0%
= 10%
= 33%
= 34-66%
= 67+%

LIFTING:
WEIGHT
1-10 lbs.
11-20 lbs.
21-50 lbs.
51-70 lbs.

FREQUENCY
Continuously
Frequently
Frequently
Rarely

OBJECT
Paper, folders, books, laptop
RTU equipment, tools
RTU pedestals, RTU enclosures, tool box
Concrete bags, miscellaneous

CARRYING:
WEIGHT
1-10 lbs.
11-20 lbs.
21-50 lbs.
51-70 lbs.

FREQUENCY
Continuously
Frequently
Frequently
Rarely

OBJECT
Paper, folders, books, laptop
RTU equipment, tools
RTU pedestals, RTU enclosures, tool box
Concrete bags, miscellaneous

Bending:
Kneeling:
Climbing:
Grasping:
Fine Manipulation:

Frequently
Occasionally
Occasionally
Continuously
Continuously

Squatting:
Crawling:
Reaching:
Sitting:

Occasionally
Rarely
Continuously
Continuously

Applicant Declaration:
I have read the qualifications and requirements of the position of Temporary SCADA Technician. To the best
of my knowledge, I can perform these duties with or without accommodation.
NAME: __________________________________________ DATE: ________________________________

